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pads & cushions
for Chiavari chairs
storage/carrying
bags for pads

The perfect look
comes from
perfect details
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email contactUS@drakecorp.com

1 1/2’’ Rigid
Chiavari Pad

2” Custom Fit
Chiavari Cushion

Taylored resin rigid base, with soft vinyl
leather-textured cover and a 1’’ urethane
foam. The pad is positioned onto
the chair with 4 velcro bullets to make
it easy to remove, interchange or store
separately.

Shaped like the Chiavari seat for the
perfect look, luxurious double piping.
Washable polyester cover with a zipper
filled with 1’’ urethane foam & fiber
batting.
Attaches to the chair back legs with
velcro straps.

Standard colors: white and black.
Indoor as well as outdoor use.

Custom upholstery
program

Standard colors: white, ivory (natural)
and black.
Cushions usable on both sides.

Pad & Cushion Bag
for Storage
and Transportation
Makes transportation easy while
protecting and organizing for storage.
Sewed-in rigid bottom, wide top
opening for easy access and counting,
reinforced handles.
Suggested capacity 15 to 20 pads
or cushions depending upon size.
Standard color: gray
dimensions: 35’’ x 17’’ x 17’’ high

If it can be done ... we’ll do it ...
your personal touch !!
It’s possible that you might like to have
a personal color or pattern and/or other
fabric to match the “Company ID” or
other pieces of furniture. When you are
ready, just give us a call and we’ll give
you the proper dimensions needed for
the cuts. No extra charge ... just send
us the pieces of fabric or vinyl in the
quantity you need and we’ll do the rest.
We supply the best looking chiavari
pads and cushions money can buy.
However if you can compromise on
perfection, please ask about our entry
level cushions.

The perfect look
comes from
perfect details
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